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QUESTION 1

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. In all dealing conversations, the Model Code strongly
recommends: 

A. Dealers stick to market terminology in order to avoid the impression that they are offering an advisory or fiduciary
role. 

B. Dealers clarify what is being proposed rather than using any terminology that could be misinterpreted. 

C. Dealers restrict themselves to terminology listed and explained in Chapter 11 of the Model Code. 

D. Dealers define complex terminology in the confirmation of a deal. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. Extended trading hours and off-premises dealing can involve
additional hazards, the avoidance of which requires clear controls. The Model Code prescribes best market practice.
Which of the following is true? 

A. Off-premises dealing should be forbidden. 

B. After-hours trading should be forbidden. 

C. Deals transacted after normal business hours or off-premises should only be undertaken on mobile phones approved
by management. 

D. Deals transacted after normal business hours or off-premises either by mobile phones or any other equipment should
only be undertaken with the approval of management. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. What does the Model Code say about the responsibility of a
broker in handling suspicious transactions? 

A. Suspicious transactions should be reported by the principals. 

B. Brokers need to make staff aware of the problem and exercise vigilance. 

C. A broker should report any suspicions about a transaction to the other counterparty. 

D. Brokers should advise clients to reject the name. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. One of your brokers asks you to buy and sell EUR/ USD at the
same price net of brokerage in order to allow him to clear a transaction. 

A. You must have prior senior management approval. 

B. You must have the authority to switch names. 

C. You must execute such transactions as promptly as possible within policy guidelines . 

D. All of the above. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. The Model Code recommends that, in the case of complaints
about transactions, management should: 

A. Ensure complaints are investigated by the senior management of a firm not involved in the disputed transaction. 

B. Ensure complaints are fairly and independently investigated, in the first instance, by the ACIs Committee for
Professionalism. 

C. Ensure complaints are investigated by representatives of a broking firm not directly involved in the disputed
transaction and selected by both parties to the dispute. 

D. Ensure complaints are fairly and independently investigated, whenever practicable, by staff not directly involved in
the disputed transaction. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. The Interest Rate Parity Theorem states that: 

A. Interest rates in different currencies will tend to move into line with each other over time 

B. Interest rates in different currencies differ due to differences in expectations about inflation 

C. Selling a low interest rate currency to invest a high interest rate currency will only be profitable if one hedges the
currency risk 

D. Selling a low interest rate currency to invest in a high interest rate currency should not be profitable if one hedges the
currency risk 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7
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Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. A bank that has quoted a firm price is obliged to deal: 

A. At that price. 

B. At that price in a marketable amount. 

C. At that price in a marketable amount with an acceptable name. 

D. At that price in a marketable amount with an acceptable name and provided the market price has not moved
excessively. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. What is an FX swap? 

A. An exchange of two streams of interest payments in different currencies and an exchange of the principal amounts of
those currencies at maturity 

B. A spot sale (purchase) and a forward purchase (sale) of two currencies agreed simultaneously between two parties 

C. An exchange of currencies on a date beyond spot and at a price fixed today 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. What is the maximum maturity of a London CD? 

A. One year 

B. 270 days 

C. 183 days 

D. 5 years 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. What is the Overnight Index for GBP? 

A. SONIA 

B. STINA 

C. LIBOR 
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D. EONIA 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. How can options be used to synthesise a short position in the
underlying commodity? 

A. A short put option + long call option at the same strike price 

B. A long put option + short call option at the same strike price 

C. A short put option + short call option at the same strike price 

D. A long put option + long call option at the same strike price 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. If a dealer has any intention of assigning an interest rate swap to a
third party soon after transacting that swap: 

A. The dealer should not reveal his future dealing intentions to his counterparty. 

B. The dealer should make his intention to assign clear before transacting. 

C. The dealer should agree the method of assignment before transacting. 

D. The counterparty should specify whether or not assignment would be acceptable in negotiations. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. What are the secondary market proceeds of a CD with a face
value of EUR 5 million and a coupon of 3% that was issued at par for 182 days and is now trading at 3% but with only 7
days remaining to maturity? 

A. EUR 4,997,085.03 

B. EUR 5,000,000.00 

C. EUR 5,071,086.45 

D. EUR 5,072,874.16 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 14

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. Bank A pays for EURO 5 m at 1.1592. Bank B offers EURO 10 m
at 1.1597. Broker XYZ quotes to the market EURO / USD 1.1592/97. Bank C takes the offer at 97. The broker is obliged
to reveal: 

A. The name of Banks A and B 

B. The name of Bank B only. 

C. The amount that was bid but not the name of Bank A 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Click on the Detail Button to view the Formula Sheet. Gambling or betting amongst market participants has obvious
dangers and: 

A. Should be forbidden. 

B. Should be strongly discouraged. 

C. Should be monitored by management. 

D. All of the above. 

Correct Answer: B 
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